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Jewish Immigrant Aid Services

Report From JIAS Toronto Leadership
Elise Herzig, Executive Director
Dear Friends,
For 97 years, Jewish Immigrant Aid Services
(JIAS) has provided support to tens of thousands
of newcomers who came to Canada with hopes
and dreams for a better future. JIAS offices
across Canada welcomed, sponsored, settled,
connected, and integrated Jewish immigrants
and refugees from around the world.
Today, JIAS Toronto is the only remaining
Canadian Jewish social service agency with the
sole mandate of serving new immigrants and
refugees. We are also the only Jewish agency
with Sponsorship Agreement Holder (SAH) status
from the Ministry of Immigration, Refugees and
Citizenship Canada. Our SAH status enables JIAS
Toronto to resettle refugees from abroad through
the Private Sponsorship of Refugees Program.
JIAS Toronto upholds this mandate with
pride, honour, and admiration for the previous
generations that set us on this course. While
our client base and programs have evolved,
we remain loyal to our original mission —
to welcome, support, and integrate new
immigrants, who will build both a strong Jewish
community and Canada of tomorrow.

and empowering them to successfully integrate
into their new Canadian community.
JIAS welcomes the stranger by creating safe
places for newcomers to share and learn about
different traditions, cultures, and opportunities.
JIAS welcomes the stranger by helping them
achieve a sense of belonging in Canada.
Each family has a story of how they came to
Canada and the people who helped them
adapt to their new homes. Since joining the
JIAS team in January 2019, I am captivated
by the incredible richness of JIAS immigration
stories. Whether from Poland, Germany,
Morocco, Hungary, France, Israel, Turkey, Latvia,
Mexico, Syria or elsewhere, these stories share
a common thread of deep appreciation for the
role and influence JIAS had in replanting their
roots and family trees in Canada.

JIAS welcomes the stranger by treating all
newcomers with dignity and respect.

The JIAS team acts as gardeners who have the
responsibility to ensure that trees coming from
around the world are handled with care so that
they can grow and thrive in Canada. We protect
the delicate roots, ensure the transplanting
process is done properly, and give the tree
what it needs to adapt, so that it can thrive
even in challenging conditions. Just like a tree
needs strong roots to withstand the elements,
we too want to help nurture our clients’ roots so
that they may blossom in their new Jewish and
Canadian communities.

JIAS welcomes the stranger by elevating
newcomers throughout their settlement journeys

JIAS is honoured to be a provider of programs
and services on behalf of the federal and

The Torah states 36 times the commandment to
welcome the stranger.

L’Dor
v’Dor
From Generation to Generation
provincial governments as well as a beneficiary
and partner agency of UJA Federation of Greater
Toronto. We also work with many community
partners, referring newcomers to services and
programs. We are grateful for these relationships,
as they allow our clients to receive the holistic
support they need, while not duplicating services
offered elsewhere.
JIAS Toronto also plays an educational role in
informing the broader community about important

issues relating to immigration and immigrants. Our
community outreach includes collaborative efforts
with partner agencies, community centres, religious
institutions, schools, and other groups to help debunk
myths and cultivate an informed, sensitive, and
welcoming community for newcomers to Canada.
Thank you to our staff, board, volunteers, funders,
donors, and partners that help us elevate our
clients in their settlement journey as they replant
their roots in Canada.

Board of Directors
Top (left to right):
Hart Heller (Treasurer),
Izabella Abramov, Alan Sandler,
Ariel Lasry (Vice-Chair),
Moises Gutfrajnd, Adam Hummel,
Elise Herzig (Executive Director).
Bottom (left to right):
Sharon Weintraub, Elena Aleinikov,
Nanette Rosen (Chair),
Anna Morgan.
Absent: Barbara Bank, Dan Baum,
Beti Poyastro, Yarik Zakrevsky.
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Kehilla
Community
We Build

a Strong Canada
Canada’s history, development, and
prosperity are inextricably bound with
immigration. Canadians are proud to be
citizens of a safe, secure, diverse, and
inclusive country that has been built by
immigrants who came to this country with
determination, hope, and dreams for a better
future. Canada continues to rely upon
immigration to grow our population and our
economy. Likewise, the Jewish community
in the GTA continues to grow and flourish
because of immigrants who have chosen to
make Canada their new home.
Newcomers are an integral part of Canadian
society and of our thriving Jewish landscape,
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and it is essential that we - as a community
and as a society - create meaningful
opportunities for immigrants to connect and
integrate early in their resettlement to foster
community integration, civic engagement,
and a sense of belonging.
JIAS Toronto is the only Jewish community
agency with precisely this mandate. Rooted
in Jewish values and guided by the principle
of “welcoming the stranger in our midst,”
our mission is to welcome, settle, and
integrate new immigrants from diverse
backgrounds and countries of origin to help
build strong communities, a strong society,
and a strong Canada.

ilu
v’Eilu
Diversity and Unity

We Welcome
JIAS Toronto exists to welcome
new immigrants to Canada,
acting as a gateway and a bridge
to community and civic life.
We welcome our clients with
respect for and openness to each
individual’s or family’s unique
journey, while recognizing that
they are not simply immigrants
but multifaceted, whole people
with their own experiences,
talents, and aspirations.

their home countries so that we
can provide them with relevant
resources and connect them
to services and programs that
meet their interests and needs.
The common thread of all of our
work is to treat each client with
respect, dignity, and sensitivity
so that they successfully
transition from feeling like a
stranger to feeling like they
belong.

JIAS Toronto settlement
workers provide essential
information and orientation to
help create a level playing field
for newcomers who are often
overwhelmed by their new
surroundings. The settlement
worker then conducts an initial
assessment, working with
each client to understand their
particular reality and needs,
and develops a personalized
settlement plan to help
actualize their hopes and
aspirations as they rebuild
their lives in a new country.
Part of this process includes
taking the time to understand
how clients were engaged in
Annual Report 2018-2019
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JIAS Toronto LINC School Staff
Back from left to right:
Yury Kaganovskiy, Evgenya Keselman,
Marina Glizer, Victoria Byluss, Elana Winer,
Yulia Ossipov, Lia Kisel, Jenni Aviv, Kelly Wood,
Iryna Alexeev, Nikolay Vlasichev, Fathiya Nalim,
Ella Boroda

Language
Skills

We Educate
For many newcomers, the
greatest barrier to successful
resettlement is learning the
English language. Language
proficiency is the key that opens
so many doors - not least,
rebuilding networks and securing
employment.
JIAS Toronto is a trusted
provider of the IRCC-funded
Language Instruction for
Newcomers to Canada (LINC)
Program, offering classes at
our schools in Toronto and
York region, as well as satellitelocations. Our LINC classes
provide English-language
instruction while also teaching
about Canadian society and
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institutions such as government,
emergency services, and
school boards, information that
enables newcomers to gain
essential skills and confidence
as they plan the next steps of
their resettlement. Newcomers
also participate in programs
throughout the year that help
them adjust to life in Canada
including field trips around the
GTA. Whether in practicing new
skills together, sharing meals
and traditions of their culture,
our LINC students become part
of a caring community, helping
one another succeed.
Our LINC schools also offer
the CNC (Care for Newcomer

Socia l aionnda l
Pro fess orks
Netw
Community

Front from left to right:
Milena Kalcheva, Polina Rofman, Sharon Bean,
Zoya Kurtzman, Tatyana Prokudina, Derya
Peker, Ashot Vardanyan, Sharon Robinson
Absent:
Adelia Sergeyeva, Bella Tarlo, Jumshud
Vazirov, Lynne Widrich, Myra Manly (retired),
Perla Reisenbach, Tamilla Zeinalov

Life
Skills

Children) program for children
ages 18 months to 5 years.
Parents attending English classes
have the comfort of knowing
that their children are being
cared for and improving their
English language skills as well.
JIAS Toronto also boosts
language skills and confidence
through a variety of programs
run with community partners
and volunteers. Our TLC
(Telephone Language
Companion) Program
provides newcomers entering
the job market an opportunity
to practice their oral language
skills over the telephone with
a dedicated volunteer.

polaroei.com

Children in our Toronto LINC school childminding program and seniors from
the B’nai Brith Seniors Program frequently get together to dance,
play, and celebrate holidays. Bringing the young and old
together has resulted in the two generations coming
together in a meaningful way, alleviating
the loneliness of isolated seniors while
simultaneously providing newcomer
children with the positive
impact of sharing activities
with the elderly,
a lost experience for
most of them due
to immigration.
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“JIAS Toronto is definitely helping us feel more at home. As newcomers, sometimes it is really difficult to
build meaningful connections at the beginning. Thanks to JIAS, we were able to connect with a welcoming
community that made us feel more at home in this new country.”
												
— C.L.

One of the greatest challenges of immigration
is leaving behind family, friends, and one’s social
and professional networks. Research in the field
of immigration confirms that helping newcomers
to rebuild their social and professional networks
is a key defense against social isolation and may
be the single greatest measure of successful
integration (Dr. Craig Smith, University of
Toronto). This is a core part of the JIAS mission.
JIAS Toronto acts as a bridge to people, programs,
and resources in the community
to help immigrants
make meaningful
connections

and settle well in their new country. We
recognize that each newcomer has a unique
journey and set of experiences, and that
there is no one-size-fits-all approach when
it comes to finding authentic entry points to
community life. Long-standing JIAS programs
like JumpStart and Family-to-Family Matching
recognize that newcomers are eager for JIAS
to facilitate personalized introductions that can
broaden their exposure and help them rebuild
professional and social networks.
JIAS Toronto educates the broader
community about important issues relating
to immigration and immigrants.
Our community outreach includes
collaborative efforts with partner agencies,
community centres, religious institutions,
schools and other groups to help debunk
popular myths and cultivate an informed,
sensitized, and welcoming community
for newcomers to Canada.
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Hope

Tikva

We Connect

JumpStart launched its first conference in 2018 entitled
“Build Professional Connections: Making Networking
Work for You”. Over 75 JumpStart working alumni
and new clients were given the opportunity to network
with each other and community volunteers, and hear
dynamic speakers about the value of connections.

We Build

Skills and Networks
Our JumpStart program introduces clients to community professionals, including former

JIAS clients, who share their experiences and networks. JumpStart builds on this model by offering
workshops that educate about networking and the Canadian workplace.
“I was looking for a new direction in my career and even after almost 3 years in Toronto and with ‘Canadian
experience’ I never underestimated the power of networking events. I decided to give myself a birthday
present, take a babysitter and go with my husband to a JIAS networking event (Jumpstart Conference).
One of the speakers was right to the point. I felt that I need to step out of my comfort zone: I approached her,
and we just talked. A week after we met for a coffee, I felt true happiness every time we spoke. She became
my mentor and a dear person to my family. Thanks to her, I set goals, I started to imagine my family’s future
and mainly she taught me how to take smart risks and not to be afraid. 3 months later I started a new job:
meaningful and interesting, where I can utilize my experience and at the same time learn and grow.”
— A.G.
Annual Report 2018-2019
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While many Jewish newcomers choose to move to the GTA because they want their children to be part of a safe
and thriving Jewish community, figuring out where to go can feel overwhelming. This is where JIAS Toronto
comes in. We help each family find their authentic entry points, connecting Jewish newcomers to camps, religious
congregations, JCCs, day and supplementary schools, community events - and, perhaps most importantly, to
people who can extend a warm welcome and a helping hand.

We Build

Ready for School,

Bright Futures
All JIAS Toronto clients are
vulnerable by virtue of being
new immigrants. Whether
they have hastily fled political
unrest or carefully planned
their move to Canada, they
have left behind family,
friends, professional networks,
jobs, and a home. Even those
newcomers who come to the
GTA with higher education,
extensive professional
experience, and savings
face an affordable-housing

shortage and significant barriers
to employment, including lack
of language skills, business
contacts, and Canadian
workplace experience. As the
months pass, savings are quickly
drained, and even newcomers
who never anticipated needing
financial aid may find themselves
at risk of falling into poverty.
JIAS Toronto’s FSP (Financial
Support Program), funded by
UJA Federation of Greater

Toronto and generous donors,
provides crucial, short-term
support to Jewish newcomers
in temporary financial need
to prevent a cycle of poverty.
By bridging the gap between
arrival and true resettlement,
this support helps these
Jewish families who are
struggling to fulfill their
potential so that they and their
children can become active
and contributing members of
our community.

“I am glad to inform you that I passed my English proficiency exam. I very much appreciate all the help
and support that I got from JIAS! In addition, I would like to thank the tutor that you recommended for
her endless help and support in my preparation for my exam, she was able to figure out my specific
learning problems and we had worked hard on them together for around one month. Also I appreciate
her accessibility, responsibility and dedication to her students. It was a great and fruitful collaboration!
I am sure she is able to help to other students in their English studies and preparation for the IELTS exam.
Thanks a lot” 			
— J.L.
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a 2-week donor-funded initiative that
offers classroom orientation and
school-prep ESL for new immigrant kids
who are preparing to start their first school
year in Canada, has become a flagship
program that many clients inquire about
months before they even arrive in the country.

Family B arrived in Canada at the end of July. In August,
their 3 children ages 6, 9 and 11 participated in our Ready
for School Program, where they gained confidence in
their English skills and met their first friends in Canada.
Their parents shared that this experience helped alleviate
their fears about starting school.

Newcomer parents often lack the time, language skills or
resources to provide academic support for their children. JIAS
Toronto programs lend children a helping hand so
that they can succeed in school.

B’Yachad

The JIAS Homework Club

takes place weekly throughout the school year,
offering a quiet and safe space for newcomer
kids to socialize and do homework under
the supervision and guidance of
multilingual tutors.

, a UJA-supported program, has enabled
us to build a trusted relationship with Jewish Day Schools
throughout the GTA, helping to enhance language
supports for ELLs (English language learners) in these
schools through ESL Workshops for teachers, English
language assessments and program development consults,
and — at the request of schools — volunteer placements
to provide extra help to students during school hours, in
coordination with school staff.
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We Help

make dreams happen
The Shindman-ShaRna Scholarship provides
funding to eligible newcomers seeking to upgrade their
Canadian skills or obtain post-secondary education.

For newcomers facing
barriers to finding long-term,
meaningful employment,
bridging the gap can include
continuing education, a
course to qualify for Canadian
licensing, an opportunity
for professional mentorship,
strategies to find a survival
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job to boost their income, or
an application for government
assistance or support from
community partners. Whatever
challenges they face, it is our
primary objective to support our
clients and enable them to live in
safety and dignity as they rebuild
their lives in Canada.

Do you
know?
There is a significant
earnings gap between
newcomers and Canadian
born residents. Many
newcomers take on
employment that pays
significantly less than
their qualifications/skills
(OCASI, 2019). When
we help newcomers find
meaningful employment at
a fair wage, we help enable
them to better engage in
community and civic life,
and become contributing
members of society.

We Save Lives
JIAS Toronto is proud to be
a Sponsorship Agreement
Holder (SAH) with the Canadian
government. As a SAH, JIAS
has the privilege of working
with dozens of individuals,
community groups and
institutions to sponsor and
bring refugees to safe haven.
Long before these refugees
arrive in Canada, JIAS staff
work to submit the application
and prepare for their arrival.
We then work closely with the
sponsorship group to ensure
that refugees are welcomed
upon arrival and supported
during their settlement process.
JIAS Toronto was founded
almost 100 years ago in
response to the need to
resettle Jewish refugees
fleeing Europe. We honour
our Jewish history and our
roots as an organization
by continuing to protect
refugees and upholding the
Jewish value to “welcome
the stranger.”

Our work with refugees has
elevated us as an organization
and strengthened our
partnerships both with IRCC and
within the broader settlement
sector. At the same time, our
ongoing investment in these
efforts helps us maintain our
organization readiness and build
capacity that can be harnessed
in the case of a crisis requiring
urgent resettlement of Jewish
refugees in our community.
Thus, JIAS maintains our
commitment to the Jewish
community, while also serving
the immediate needs of the
broader newcomer community
to build a strong Canada.

Do you
know?
JIAS Toronto has
sponsored over
200 refugees from
countries, including
Syria, Iraq, Rwanda
and Eritrea.
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We Elevate

We
Empower
Language is certainly

not the only barrier facing
newcomers. In some cases,
immigrants come from vastly
different cultures and
societies and are unfamiliar
with so many aspects of
Canadian life - from parenting
norms and school routines,
to navigating the healthcare,
financial, and even public
transit systems. JIAS Toronto
empowers our clients by
addressing their concerns

and offering a wide range of
workshops and training to
ensure they have the tools
required to succeed as new
Canadians.
JIAS Toronto hosted a series of
Financial Literacy Workshops
for Yazidi refugees, run by
Yakos Spiliotopoulos, founder
of Extra Ed, a social enterprise
that teaches essential life skills
and financial literacy to public
and independent schools across

the Settlement Journey
the GTA. The session focused
on budgeting and tapping into
available resources that can help
stretch a budget.
JIAS Toronto empowers our
clients by offering a wide range
of workshops and training to
ensure they have the tools and
skills required to succeed as new
Canadians. These workshops
are often taught in multiple
languages, through the support
of our staff and translators.

Reey Yadin was the recipient of the 2018
Sidney Wolbrom Award for Newcomer Entrepreneurs,

an annual award conceived by the late Sidney Wolbrom’s grandchildren that
commemorates Mr. Wolbrom’s immigration journey and entrepreneurial spirit.
The award is presented each year, for the duration of six

“Getting the award as a newcomer and entrepreneur gave me a lot of confidence
in myself, it definitely boosted my drive for developing my business and success in my
entrepreneurial career.”
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With community integration as our ultimate objective, JIAS also invests time and energy to help
newcomers find the right entry points to community life and civic engagement -- whether it be
recreational or educational programs for kids, participation in community or municipal events,
membership at a community centre or religious institution, or volunteer work. We know that we have
truly been successful when past clients come back to JIAS wanting to pay it forward and help others.

Summer camp is a great equalizer,

bringing kids together in a setting that emphasizes
fun, physical activity, teamwork, friendship and
spirit— all of which naturally support the social
integration of newcomer children. In 2018, JIAS
provided subsidies to over 50 newcomer children
to attend summer camp in Canada.

Newcomer teens often struggle to
make new friends and relate to the experiences
of their Canadian-raised peers. Our Youth to
Youth program gives newcomer teens a chance
to meet peers experiencing the same tough
transition, providing them with a sense of comfort
& belonging, while helping them find social outlets
in the community.
Newcomer seniors are particularly
susceptible to social isolation and JIAS plays a
crucial role in helping these seniors thrive in a
new country. Last year, JIAS Toronto helped 600
senior newcomers - including over 100 Holocaust
survivors - with services, support and referrals to
community programs.

Annual Report 2018-2019
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Statement of Operations 2018-2019

Circle of Support

Highlights from JIAS (Jewish Immigrant Aid Services) Toronto
Audited Financial Reports for the year ending June 30, 2019

We thank our network of partners for their support and assistance to help us ensure
comprehensive services for newcomers:

Operating Budget		
Revenue
Expenses
Government of Canada:

Jewish Free Loan Toronto

Constituent Groups and Refugee Sponsors

JVS Toronto

Aklilu Asfeha

Kehilla Residential Programme

Amit Harlev & Rotem Petranker

Kesher Employment Services

Members of Beth Tzedec Congregation

Koffler Centre for the Arts

The Bridge, A Markham Community Church

The Leo Baeck Day School

Members of City Shul

Living Jewishly

CHAI

Centre Camp

Local Immigration Partnership (LIP) –
Toronto North and York Region

Dawid Demoz, Family and Friends

Milticultural Community Capacity		
$4,645
$4,645
		
Subtotal
$239,282
$239,282
UJA Federation of Greater Toronto:		

Centre for Education and Training

Lubavitch Day Camp

Centre for Israel and Jewish Affairs (CIJA)

National Council of Jewish Women

Circle of Care

Network of Jewish Human Service Agencies

Financial Supplementation Program (FSP)		
		
Subtotal
Other Funds:

Ontario Council of Agencies Services
Immigrants (OCASI)

IRCC Toronto and York Region - 		
Language Skills Development
IRCC Toronto-Service Delivery Improvement		

Service Canada-Canada Summer Jobs		
		
Subtotal

$2,339,609

$163,243

$3,796
$2,506,648

$2,339,609

$163,243

$3,796
$2,506,648

Government of Ontario:		
Ontario Trillium Foundation		

Newcomer Settlement Program (NSP)		

Community Capacity Building Program		

Pay Equity		

BLOCK Grant		

Refugee Programs		

Friends of JIAS Donations 		

Other contributions		

LEWAR Fund		

Ready-For-School		

		

Subtotal

$96,598

$73,517

$37,332

$27,190

$866,016

$96,598

$73,517

$37,332

$27,190

$952,872

Community Partners and
Associations
Ameinu/RAJET
Amici Charity
Bathurst-Finch Community Hub
Baycrest
Bernard Betel Centre
B’nai Brith Canada

$125,168
$991,184

$125,168
$1,078,040

Coast2Coast First Aid and Aquatics

$210,962

$210,963

COSTI Immigrant Services

$121,890

$66,240

$21,802

$20,750

$441,644

$121,890

$41,708

$21,802

$20,750

$417,113

TOTAL		
$4,178,758
$4,241,083

Community Care Access Centre

Deloitte
Downsview Community Legal Services
Downsview Services for Seniors
Extra Ed
The Family Resource Centre
Harold Green Jewish Theater
Hillel of Greater Toronto
Housing Connections

JIAS Toronto Revenue
Government of Canada

60%

Government of Ontario

6%

UJA Federation of Greater Toronto

24%

Other Funds

10%
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Reena
Robbins Hebrew Academy
SAH (Sponsorship Agreement Holder) 		
Association
SAH (Sponsorship Agreement Holder) 		
Council
Toronto Board of Rabbis
Toronto District School Board (TDSB)
Toronto Fire and Police Departments
Toronto Public Health

Gabreselassie Family
Volunteers from Holy Blossom Temple
Kehase Brhane
Kehilat Zion (Jerusalem)
Members of Kehillat Shaarei
Torah & Temple Emmanuel
Kibrom Debru
LaJeunesse Family
Lemlem Kahsai
Martin Chisvin, Family and Friends
Misra Group
The Naomi Project
Pam Albert and Family
Suhayb Alharash
The Shapiro Foundation

The JCCs of Greater Toronto:

UJA Federation of Greater Toronto
YMCA of Greater Toronto

Prosserman JCC, Schwartz/Reisman
Centre (SRC), Miles Nadal JCC

York Region Community Services
and Housing

Toronto Harbour

Jewish Family and Child

York Catholic District School Board

Yael Lifshitz & Dror Bar-Natan

Members of Temple Sinai Congregation
of Toronto

Jewish Federations of Canada (JFC-UIA)
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Our Donors and Funders
Shai Abraham
Izabella Abramov and
Yarik Zakrevsky

The Brown-Nusbaum
Family Foundation
Mikhail Brudny

Paul Adam

Paula Cader

Elena Aleinikov

Michael Cahen

Jojo Alexandroff

Hilary Caldwell

Tavis Apramian

Vanessa Caldwell

Ronnie Aronson

Canadian Council for
Reform Judaism

Mindy Avrich-Skapinker
Robi Bahar
Sofia Balanovsky

Carling Realty
Company Ltd.

Israel Lyon

Heather Paszat

Elana Schachter

Chris Trowbridge

Sandra Maaskant

Brenda Patlik

Yoel Schochet

Winna Tse

David Macklin

Joshua Patlik

Donald and Fay Schwartz

Turks Head Holdings Inc.

Amy Madras

Craig Perkins

Ed Segalowitz

Dr. Magder

Devora Pister

Evelin Shanoff

UJA Federation of
Greater Toronto

Shelly Mandell

Marco Polsinelli

Anna Shapiro

Rochelle Margles

Dina Polyak

Sharna Foundation

Kapelnikov Marina Mina

Michelle Porepa

David Sigman

Paula Markus

Beti Poyastro

Margo and Judah Silverman

Mikhail Maslennikov

Brian Prosserman

Mitchell Sinclair

Sydney Klug

Martin Prosserman
Foundation Inc.

Ron Prosserman

Elaine Slater

Hal Koblin

Irving Matlow

Ada Pustylnik

Jay Slater

Mariana Kogan

Jerry McIntosh

Alberto Quiroz

Mitchel Smith

Martin and Estelle Kosoy

Elaine Mckee

Cathy Rechtshaffen

Saralee Smolkin

Eugene Kostyukov

Eva McMillan

Helen Redner

Lea Soibelman

Renate Krakauer

Myra Merkur

Jack Richer

Barbara Soren

Naomi Kramer

Laurie Michael

Rhonda Richer

Guy Spurrier

Graciela Kriegel

Lindsay Michael

Thomas Owen Ripley

Agnes Stark

Nelle Lakien

Philip and Cordis Michael

Ruth Ritchie

Dick and Carrie Stein

Janice Landy

Abigale Miller

Susan Roadburg

Joseph Steiner

Sara and Tuvia Lantsman

Jeff Mitelman

Kathy Robbins

Joel Steinman

Ariel Lasry

Susan Mittelman-Sokol

Gladys Rose

Nada Stekovic-Stikic

Katalin Lazarovits

Ben Mogil

Jeff Rose

Eduard Stepanov

Linda Lazzam

James Moncarz

Michael Rosen

Philip Stern

Lianne and Bruce Leboff

Anna and Edward Morgan

Nanette Rosen and
Michael Feldman

Dan Stevens

Josh Lerner

Georges Moyal

Dorothy Goldin Rosenberg

Strategic Charitable
Giving Foundation

Molyn Leszcz

Lisa Nerman and Allan Gold

Gerald Rosenstein

Stephen Strauss

Roslyn Levine

Phil Newman

Eve Ross

William Stromeyer

Zoe Levitt

Linda Offman

Danny Roth

Jeffrey Stutz

Aaron Levy

Erica Oielgisser

Frederika Rotter

Martha Sud

Valery Libenzon

Barry Olshen

Eugene Rubinstein

Lauren Teblum

Mark and Judy Libman

Mitchell Ornstein

Carolina Rybnik

Fiona Thomas

Robert Libman

Cara Orzech

Arielle Salama

Stephen Thomas

Denise Hummel

Jori Lichtman

Richard Orzy

Alan and Lorraine Sandler

Mark Hundert

Mihail Linevich

Tatiana Oukhov

Lorraine Sandler

Thorscott International
Holdings Inc.

Tatiana Ianovskaia

Arla and Zvi Litwin

Stephanie Pantel

Miriam Sapiro

Martin Jaeger

Julia Loewen

Michael Pascoe

Dianne Saxe

Jenny Frisch
Paula Frisch
Naomi Fromstein
Alexander Gaisman
A. Harold Garfinkle
Steven Garmaise
Jonathan Gladstone
Rose Marie Gold
Martin Goldberg
Michael Goldberg

Steven Charkow

Rick Goldberg

Staci Clayton

Mark Goldbloom

Andrew Cohen

Ossy Goldenberg

Harry Cohen

Gayle Goldgut

Marilyn Cooper

Barry M. Goldlist

Gila Cupchik

Marina Gordon

Morris Dadoun

Seth Goren

Helen Daniels

Barb Granek-Gutstein

Gaelan D’costa

Eryn Green

Roger l De Freitas

Moshe Greengarten

Peter Diamant

Joel Greenspan

Mark Diamond

Evan Gropper

Donald Bennett

Daniel Drucker

Guta Grushka

Hilda Bernstein

Elderwood Foundation

Moises Gutfrajnd

Beth Tzedek Congregation

Inara Faerchtein

Carol and Stephen Handelman

Lino Bettencourt

Rosalie and David Farb

Jim Handman

David Bezmozgis

Bernie and Karyn Farber

Alex Hdalevich

Warren Blatt

Marilyn Feldman

Hart and Gila Heller

Jodi Block

Stuart Feldman

Debora Hemsani

Anna Bloom

Helen Finder-Guttman

Anne Hertz

Leonard Borer

Tamar Flanders

S. Jeffrey Hertz

Mark Brender

George Fleischmann

Elise Herzig and Ron Cuperfain

Leticia Brewer

Benjamin Flight

Sharona Brookman

Allan Fox

The Holy Blossom
Temple Foundation

Alison Broverman

Mark Freiman

David Wm. Brown

Olga Freiman

Mitchell Brown

Sabrina Friedman

Eleanor Ballet
Barbara Barak
Doren Barak
Benjamin Barankin
Jeanette Barba
Dan Baum
Beatrice Wolfe
Charitable Found.
Barbara Beck
Natalia Ben Shimon
The Benevity Community
Impact Fund

Harvey Frisch
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Jewish Foundation of
Greater Toronto
Joan Joffe
Mona Joffe
The John Herbert Foundation
Judith Teller Foundation
Andree Kaplan
Eugene Katz
Leslie Kelman
Shauna Klein
Larry Kline

Philip Unger
United Way of
Greater Toronto
Dmitry Usyatynsky
Leonard Vanek
Michael Venshtein
Lubov Vernik
Lorie Waisberg
Barry Walfish
Mark Walsh
Jodi Weber
Sharon Weintraub
Rachel Weiss
Pamela Widrich
Oren Wigoda
Jerrold Williams
Mark Wilson
Hainya Wiseman
Elizabeth Wolfe
Harold Wolfe
Linda Wolfe
Wendy Wright
Sharon Yale
Michael Zaidel
Morris Zbar
Cheryl Zeldin
Inna Zelditch
Judy Zelikovitz
Anatol Ziller
Sara Zimmerman
Moses Znaimer

Barbara Toccacelli
Samantha Traub

Annual Report 2018-2019
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We Belong

When a grade 1 student
is taught to welcome
the stranger

When we volunteer for
a community walk
Y2Y teens volunteer at UJA Walk for Israel

When we share our
traditional foods with
our Canadian friends

When someone helps us
create beauty
20
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When we celebrate a
new Canadian holiday
Mother’s Day
Annual Report 2018-2019
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We feel supported
when we are taught
how to navigate
the TTC on our own.
We feel integrated
when we learn about
other cultures.
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’Tzelem
Elohi
reat Individuals with Dignit

We feel welcomed
when we are treated
with kindness.

We Uphold

Our mandate to welcome, support, and integrate
new immigrants who will build a strong Jewish
community and Canada of tomorrow. We welcome
the stranger.

JIAS Toronto Staff
Top (from left to right): Alla Kaukhchan,
Nataly Ganel, Etya Kanevsky, Olga Stovichek,
Larisa Gaber, Dina Polyak, Victoria Koren,
Inara Faerchtein, Olga Freiman, Lea Soibelman,
Naomi Kramer, Lisa McDonald, Jodi Block,
Lisa Nerman, Elise Herzig
Absent: Lia Kisel

polaroei.com

Annual Report 2018-2019
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JIAS Toronto
Main Office

JIAS Toronto
York Region Office

4600 Bathurst Street
Suite 325
Toronto, ON M2R 3V3
Tel 416.630.6481
Fax 416.630.1376

Miriam and Larry Robbins 1 Open Door
9600 Bathurst Street
Vaughan, ON L6A 3Z8
Tel 905.881.6500
Fax 905.303.5879

connecting

people
and community

